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Ahead of publication, Queen Elizabeth II died on 8th September, 2022.
Chris Cobb shared this note: No one who believes in the Commonwealth
can be anything but saddened by the death of our Queen. Throughout her
reign, she worked tirelessly for this club of nations and to a great degree, her
belief in its value—through good times and bad—was the glue that held it

together.
 

 As we mourn her passing, we must also wish King Charles III our best
wishes and support as he assumes this most onerous responsibility as head of

the Commonwealth.
 

 On behalf of the Commonwealth Journalists Association, I wish the King
good fortune in all the tasks that face him.

 
 

 
 
 

President’s Report
‘Heads stressed the importance of the right to freedom of expression
through peaceful, open dialogue, and the free flow of information,
including through a free, independent, responsible, and pluralistic
media, and committed to enhancing democratic traditions and
strengthening democratic processes. Heads noted the important
ongoing work being carried out by the Expert Working Group of
member countries on the Commonwealth Principles on Freedom of
Expression and the Role of the Media in Good Governance, and
looked forward to further updates.’ [From the 2022 leaders
communiqué CHOGM 2022.]
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An unseen portrait of Queen Elizabeth II released before 
funeral. Source: E News 

[Editor’s note: We have a bumper edition of the CJA newsletter this quarter. This is because we felt the need to reflect on 
important landmarks within the Commonwealth. These included the delayed CHOGM 2022 in Rwanda in June and the 75th 
independence anniversaries for India and Pakistan which allowed us to reflect on the state-of-play in their media landscape.]



It was heartening to see Commonwealth leaders agree to ‘note’ the
‘important’ efforts of those—including the CJA—working towards a
multi-national agreement on the role of media in good governance.
It was disheartening to see that word ‘responsible.’

Responsible in this context is a weasel word. A weasel word is defined
by the Merriam-Webster dictionary as ‘a word used in order to evade
or retreat from a direct or forthright statement or position.’

Put another way, it’s a word that can mean whatever you want it to
mean; which is why it’s in the communiqué.

Weasel words in multi-lateral communiqués are nothing new. They
allow signatories to appear in support aspects of a measure to which
they are not fully committed.

So, what exactly is a responsible journalist?

There is no end to the various qualities one can cite: well trained,
ethical, curious, persistent, fair, balanced, tellers of truth . . . the list
goes on.

Equipped with those skills and guided by ethical standards, the
responsible journalist has only one responsibility: To be the eyes and
ears of her or his readers, listeners and viewers. 

Responsible journalists who cover politics for a living have the added,
and hugely important and often dangerous task, of telling truth to
power.

And as all responsible journalists know, those who hold the levers of
power are never overly enthusiastic about being told inconvenient
truths.

But there are important differences between professional journalists
and people with access to the technological means to purvey opinion
and stories that may, or may not be true. 

It doesn’t always mean their opinions are worthless, or inaccurate.
And it certainly doesn’t mean they should be in jail for criticizing
those who hold power.
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That said, the two vendors of words must be separated.

Responsible journalists are trained professionals and should not be
lumped together with people who happen to have a computer and an
opinion. 

Governments who hold dear to the idea that journalists must be
‘responsible’ might consider embracing the concept of education and
training - providing funding for journalist training and for journalism
schools where universally accepted standards are taught and those
same universally accepted standards are accepted in the political
environment in which the trained journalists work.

It's complicated but it’s important to be positive about the future. 

We know the change that gives Commonwealth journalists the ability
to do their work without fear of physical, emotional or financial abuse
will be hard fought and incremental. 

Getting the mention of freedom of expression and the media’s role in
the CHOGM communiqué is an achievement for which all partners
in the effort deserve praise. It’s a good start.

Now we’ve got the leaders’ attention, let’s harness whatever added
impetus if offers to get the final result we, and every professional
journalist in the Commonwealth, deserve.

Chris Cobb is CJA President. 

BRANCH  REPORTS 
 

Raymond Whitaker, the newly-elected chair of the CJA-UK,
reports:

My first duty as chair was to welcome participants, both in person and
online, to a one-day conference at Birmingham University’s Exchange
building, Birmingham, on June 30. Entitled “Excitement and Risk:
Prospects for Journalism in the Digital Age”, the conference was
aimed at students seeking a career in journalism. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=947beqWEe68


The keynote speaker, Rachel Corp, gave a vigorous account of her
career in television news, encompassing war reporting as well as
investigations with an international impact. Having served as Editor
of ITV Network News in the UK, she was about to take over as CEO
of Independent Television News. During the day editors around the
Commonwealth, including Mike Owuor of The Nation in Kenya and
Zafar Abbas of Dawn in Pakistan, described their struggles to
maintain independent, quality journalism against multiple pressures.

The Commonwealth itself came under critical scrutiny from two
former members of the organisation’s Eminent Persons Group, Sir
Ronald Sanders of Antigua and Barbuda, and Hugh Segal of Canada.
The most radical proposal came from the South African academic,
Rekgotsofetse Chikane: he wanted the Commonwealth to be
abolished and replaced by a new body.

With the Commonwealth Games due to be held in Birmingham,
sports journalists including Mihir Bose, former Sports Editor of the
BBC and Nancy Lee, former head of sport at the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, discussed the challenges of reporting what
is now an industry worth billions, and subject to increasing political
involvement.

CJA-UK executive member Richard Bourne was principal organiser
of the conference, which attracted students from all four nations of
the UK, and online participants from around the Commonwealth.
We hope to keep them engaged with the CJA.
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Welcome and key note address - https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=947beqWEe68 
Reporting violence and oppression - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pg4x099BnIs 
Challenges in Reporting Sport, Sport & Politics after Ukraine - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELaeXy94PGw
Google News lab - https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=desDn1cgQ8U&list=PLx- 
x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=4

Video sessions from the June 30 event:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=947beqWEe68&list=PLx-x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pg4x099BnIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jn500tAP8k0&list=PLx-x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKPtJR6DstM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELaeXy94PGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=947beqWEe68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=947beqWEe68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pg4x099BnIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELaeXy94PGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=desDn1cgQ8U&list=PLx-x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=desDn1cgQ8U&list=PLx-x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=desDn1cgQ8U&list=PLx-x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=4
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Lunchtime: Online networking - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4ObEbxxMGk
The Commonwealth, between the Kigali Summit and the 
Birmingham Games - https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=jn500tAP8k0
Issues in Higher Education, Decolonisation, Access to HE, Gender - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmSTaTtjrRE&list=PLx- 
x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=7
Media in the 21st century - https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=4AbvzdqphJE
Concluding speaker - https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=LKPtJR6DstM

A few snapshots from the event. Source: YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4ObEbxxMGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jn500tAP8k0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jn500tAP8k0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmSTaTtjrRE&list=PLx-x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmSTaTtjrRE&list=PLx-x5xjNmDhy5HsF0D1_A1sNcyr6sxFpL&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AbvzdqphJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AbvzdqphJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKPtJR6DstM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKPtJR6DstM


Rushdie -  and the world of writers by 
Syed Badrul  Ahsan

The assault on Salman Rushdie in New York state has left us all
worried about the persistent threats to freedom of writing and of
speech in our times. That it was so easy for his assailant to pounce on
him and riddle him with stab wounds to the neck and torso, which
attack has now left the writer in danger of losing an eye, indeed of
paralysis in the remaining years of his life, is gravely worrying.

One does not have to agree with everything a writer brings forth into
the public domain. When Rushdie wrote The Satanic Verses in the
late 1980s, outrage was the response among large sections of the
Muslim community. Indeed, throughout history such outrage
consequent on writers making public their thoughts in the form of
fiction, non-fiction and articles has been a reality. But the problem
arises when outrage or disagreement translates into outright violence
or threat of violence against a writer. The Satanic Verses was either a
good book or a bad book, and it all depends on the one who has read
the work. One could again argue that Rushdie ought not to have
penned the work, but then comes the question of whether we have the
right to decree how and in what way a writer should be expressing his
thoughts.

The fundamental issue here is the right of the writer to produce his
works in a way he feels he should. And the fundamental issue, again, is
for readers to read those works or ignore them. It is quite natural that 
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Salman Rushdie. Source: BBC



readers may not agree with a writer, for readers too have their opinions
on the themes the writer may dwell on. But when disagreement with a
writer translates, in rather macabre manner, into threats to take his life,
it is the medieval notion of life we give voice to again.

This article can be found in full at: 
 https://bdnews24.com/opinion/comment/lrqco4hkyw

Freedom of Expression discussed at the People’s Forum
at CHOGM 2022 

The Commonwealth Foundation said about the session on ‘Advancing
Freedom of Expression in the Commonwealth’:
The Commonwealth Charter affirms that freedom of expression—
including media freedom—is essential to the flourishing of democratic
societies and a basic condition for development. Recognising the
complexity of the issue, as well as its importance, this session involves a
positive and forward-looking discussion on freedom of expression: why
does it matter and how can it be protected? What can the
Commonwealth – its member states and institutions – do to support
and advance free and responsible media? How can the proposed
Commonwealth Principles on Media Freedom help leverage positive
change?

Follow the session at https://youtu.be/hRGWqQ30UaE
Also: Blog by Commonwealth Foundation Director-General Anne
Gallagher on the People’s Forum

CJA Vice President,  Al ice Drito,  who attended CHOGM
2022, writes about the People’s Forum:

Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in Kigali,
Rwanda, re-affirmed their commitment to importance of freedom of
expression, free flow of information, free, independent, responsible, and
pluralistic media, to enhance and strengthen democratic societies.

A unique CHOGM, as it took place in a post COVID-19 setting.
Heads of Governments acknowledged the importance of the ongoing 
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https://bdnews24.com/opinion/comment/lrqco4hkyw
https://commonwealthfoundation.com/peoples-forum/
https://youtu.be/hRGWqQ30UaE
https://commonwealthfoundation.com/power-to-the-people-the-commonwealth-foundation-at-chogm-2022/


work by the Expert Working Group of member countries on “The
Commonwealth Principles on Freedom of Expression and the Role of
the Media in Good Governance”. 

Their paper is the media freedom flagship document which, if
adopted by member states, will position media freedom high on the
Commonwealth good governance agenda. 

The principles will also serve as guidelines to Commonwealth member
states, power holders and other actors to promote and develop
democratic and accountable societies in accordance to
Commonwealth values, principles and international standards as well
as in meeting Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) targets 2030. 

In Rwanda, CHOGM discussions on “The Commonwealth
Principles on Freedom of Expression and the Role of the Media in
Good Governance”, was a great opportunity, exciting and provoked
renewed interests, commitments and debate across board ranging
from media activists, civil society actors, power holders, developing
partners and citizens. 

Uganda’s Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs, Nobert Mao,
said Uganda is ready to join other Commonwealth law ministers on
“The Commonwealth Principles on Freedom of Expression and the
Role of the Media in Good Governance”.

He said that freedom of expression and media is a constitutional right
and good governance is an issue to which Uganda attaches great
importance. 

He spoke to the Vice President, Commonwealth Journalists
Association International, Alice Drito, in a meeting following the
Rwanda CHOGM.

He said that the discussions in Rwanda spoke volumes to Heads of
Governments on matters of freedom of expression and media. He
added that there needed to be greater awareness of the principles and
that all actors, particularly member states, needed to mobilize support
to adopt the principles in time for the Samoa CHOGM in 2024.
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Despite the Commonwealth Charter being explicit about issues of
freedom of expression, there is a concern that some Commonwealth
countries have justified imposing restrictive legal mechanisms to constraint
media practice and freedom of expression.

However, with Samoa CHOGM just around the corner in 2024, there are
already debates making the rounds in media circles and civil society on
whether the meeting will deliver fully issues raised in the media principles
without leaving any key parts of the original principles behind.

This leaves work for the Commonwealth Journalists Association (CJA)
and its partner organizations to rise to the big challenge and lead on
gathering more support from member states and consolidate the existing
ones to achieve the adoption of the media principles.

This they can achieve by developing a sustained lobby, advocacy, open
dialogues and engaging Commonwealth law, foreign and communication
ministers on the adoption of the principles. 

The Commonwealth’s super connectivity platform of 56 independent
states with its networks provides an opportunity to tap and build
consensus on a range of issues in Commonwealth by the virtue of being
bonded by their political, economic and social aspirations and the nature
of their technological readiness. 

This platform’s potential is a great advantage to media activists, civil society
actors and others to exploit in order to advance their interests or influence
heads of member states to take a bold decision to demonstrate their
commitments to freedom of expression and media. This is in addition to
ensuring that the Commonwealth develops a clear road map to establish
functional structures thereafter to smooth coordination and
implementation of the media principles.

Meanwhile civil society organisations need to scale up the use of their civic
space and rights to mount sensitization drives and engage power holders to
fast track and monitor progresses made by member states to adopt the
Principles.

The principles are a renewed action and commitment to the Latimer
House Principles which is explicit on the media freedom.
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The genesis of the Commonwealth Principles on Freedom of Expression
and the Role of the Media in Good Governance” traces its origins to a CJA
biennial conference 2016 from a presentation on “Positioning Media
Freedom on Commonwealth Good Governance Agenda” from Uganda. A
CJA Committee on Media Freedom Charter for Commonwealth member
countries was a established which later on attracted more actors, giving rise
to the “The Commonwealth Principles on Freedom of Expression and the
Role of the Media in Good Governance”. 

Focus on the Commonwealth Media Principles:  Are we
nearly there?   

By William Horsley, member of CJA International Executive Committee

The Kigali Summit in June had special interest for Commonwealth civil
society organisations which want its leaders to do something about the
growing threats to democratic governance and protecting basic rights in
member states. This Newsletter often reports new and serious cases of
violence including targeted killings; misuses of law; and arbitrary
mistreatment or public vilification of journalists and others who expose
corruption or abuses of power. The habitual silence about these things
from Commonwealth representatives risks being seen as complicity. That
surely cannot continue without serious reputational damage.  

The frustration was on show during the pre-CHOGM Commonwealth
Peoples Forum session devoted to freedom of expression and the
Commonwealth Principles on the role of Freedom of Expression and the 
 Role of the Media in Good Governance. At a separate meeting in Kigali
with Commonwealth ministers Brian Spears, president of the
Commonwealth CJA Newsletter | 11

Heads of governments at the CHOGM opening ceremony. Source: The Commonwealth

https://www.commonwealthroundtable.co.uk/commonwealth/kigali-notes-chogm-diary-from-the-round-table-chair-foreign-ministers-roundtable-with-civil-society/


Commonwealth Lawyers Association, called on the ministers to “get a
move on” in approving the Principles. He pointed out that they were first
put forward as a blueprint as much as four years ago by six
Commonwealth professional organisations including the CLA and CJA.

The latest news is that between November 22 and 25 this year Mauritius
will host a long-delayed hybrid meeting of Commonwealth Law Ministers
which will give formal consideration to the Media Principles. Paragraph 11
of the CHOGM communiqué stressed the importance to democratic
processes of “free, independent responsible and pluralistic media”, and
noted “the important ongoing work” being carried out by the so-called
Expert Working Group (EWG) of member states which has reviewed the
12-point Media Principles text (2018 version). So far neither the resulting
(revised) Principles text nor the EWG’s recommendations to ministers for
the action to be taken on them have been made public.

 The CJA promotes free, bold and honest journalism and safe conditions
for journalists across the Commonwealth to work without fear of reprisals.
So earlier this year, with like-minded accredited organisations, we invited
the Secretariat and member states - (see June 2022 CJA Newsletter) - to
join an “action-oriented dialogue with accredited organisations and civil
society groups” to more effectively defend the Commonwealth’s
fundamental political values. Those values are enshrined in the Latimer
House Principles and they include a commitment to a media that is
“protected by law in its right to report and comment on public affairs”. 

 This commitment is not being honoured. Yet the Commonwealth as an
institution has not taken yet up the civil society’s call to engage in good
faith in a genuinely open debate on these burning issues, either in a form
suggested by its own accredited organisations or under the aegis of
UNESCO as the lead UN agency for freedom of expression.
 
As the time for formal decisions approaches the Executive Committee of
the CJA believes it is necessary for the Commonwealth to be true to its
own Charter by adopting a set of agreed principles and standards
concerning the role of free and independent media in democratic societies
which is fully consistent with relevant international law, and also commit
to establishing a meaningful method of conducting oversight of member
states so that it can be upheld in practice.
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http://commonwealthjournalists.org/2022/06/27/newsletter-june-2022/


In that context, the Commonwealth, we believe, must focus its energies on
fulfilling the mandate of the Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group to
act as a “custodian” of Commonwealth values by taking action against
“unjustified postponement of elections, egregious violations of human
rights, the undermining of the judiciary, lack of space for the opposition,
and systematic constraints on civil society and the media.”

 On May 27 this year, some weeks before CHOGM, during a rare but
valuable public appearance at a public debate with representative civil
society groups, Assistant Secretary General Professor Luis Franceschi was
questioned specifically about the perceived inaction of CMAG. His
answer was that with regard to media and civil society issues, action by
CMAG should be seen was only “a last resort”.

Civil society is a pillar of the Commonwealth alongside the member states
and Secretariat. It is surely high time that the institutional Commonwealth
opened its eyes and ears to the legitimate expectations of the people in
whose name the Commonwealth Charter itself was issued.   

CLIMATE CHANGE REPORTING 
 

International Federation of Journalists (IFJ) Global Survey on Climate
Reporting published in June concludes that more dedicated coverage
and training are needed

The media are a long way from providing adequate coverage of the severity
of the climate crisis, while journalists need more training to improve their
reporting, a new International Federation of Journalists (IFJ) global survey
has revealed.

The IFJ has urged media, journalists and unions to take a stronger lead in
stimulating the debate and action around climate change.

Results of the global survey show that a big majority of journalists (over
81%) are “very concerned” about climate change. However, only one in
four believe the media in their country is doing an adequate job of covering
the climate crisis.
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https://commonwealthfoundation.com/resource/a-commonwealth-of-the-people-time-for-urgent-reform/?link_id=10&can_id=419fa387f369ac96a5682225a3427e68&source=email-looking-ahead-15&email_referrer=email_1374439&email_subject=the-series-taking-up-the-challenge-
https://www.commonwealthroundtable.co.uk/commonwealth/is-the-commonwealth-working-a-live-and-virtual-discussion-session-four-programmes/
https://www.ifj.org/media-centre/news/detail/category/press-releases/article/ifj-global-survey-on-climate-reporting-more-dedicated-coverage-and-training-needed.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etzIroYPoKc


Half of respondents said their own news organisation does not dedicate
special coverage to climate change. Less than 6% claim they have had access
to dedicated training, while less than 5% have a department dedicated to
reporting on climate change.

More at https://www.ifj.org/media-centre/news/detail/category/press-
releases/article/ifj-global-survey-on-climate-reporting-more-dedicated-
coverage-and-training-needed.html
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Africa
The Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism reports on
investigative journalism in Africa:
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/news/investigative-journalism-
africa-opportunities-and-challenges

The growth of investigative journalism across Africa during the past ten
years has led to reporting which has set the news agenda and highlighted
issues often neglected by mainstream media. In a new account of
investigative journalism across the continent, Ntibinyane Ntibinyane, a
2018 Reuters Institute Journalist Fellow, looks at how it has developed in
Africa, how it can become financially sustainable, and the impact it has had
on news and politics.

Ntibinyane also discusses his own motivations for entering the profession.
He writes: "When I finally entered the doors of a newsroom 15 years ago, I
wanted to be the catalyst that spoke truth to power; to make a difference in
people’s lives. I wanted to be a reporter who asked tough questions, who
exposed the next ‘Watergate scandal’, a reporter who fearlessly confronted
thieving and corrupt politicians, and forced them to resign in ignominy."

The paper looks at several case studies of investigative journalism centres in
South Africa and Nigeria, as well as Ntibinyane's own, the INK Centre for
Investigative Journalism in Botswana, which he launched with colleagues
in 2015. Ntibinyane believes the centre has been able to expose "the darker
and the hidden side" of a country often held up for its economic and
political stability.

Read the full paper, 'Investigative Journalism in Africa: An Exploratory
Study of Non-Profit Investigative Journalism Organisations in Africa'.

No justif ication for f ines imposed on Nigeria’s media
houses over bandits documentary

The Conversation Africa, 19 August- Nigeria’s National Broadcasting 
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https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/our-research/investigative-journalism-africa-exploratory-study-non-profit-investigative-journalism
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/news/investigative-journalism-africa-opportunities-and-challenges
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/our-research/investigative-journalism-africa-exploratory-study-non-profit-investigative-0
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/our-research/investigative-journalism-africa-exploratory-study-non-profit-investigative-0
https://fmic.gov.ng/tag/national-broadcasting-commission-nbc/
https://fmic.gov.ng/tag/national-broadcasting-commission-nbc/


Commission recently imposed a fine of N5 million (about US$11,922)
each on MultiChoice Nigeria Limited, NTA-Startimes and Telcom
Satellites Limited for airing a BBC Africa Eye documentary titled The
Bandit Warlords of Zamfara. It said the documentary “glorified the
activities of bandits and undermines national security in Nigeria”. It
imposed a fine of the same amount on Trust TV for broadcasting the
documentary Nigeria’s Banditry: The Inside Story. The Conversation
Africa asked constitutional law expert Abiodun Odusote to weigh in on
the implications of the commission’s action.

Are the fines consistent with the broadcasting code?

I cannot see the justification for the claim by the broadcasting commission
that The Bandits Warlords of Zamfara documentary glorified the activities
of bandits and undermines national security in Nigeria.

The essence of the code is to ensure compliance with the minimum
standard for broadcasting in Nigeria. And this standard is to ensure that
broadcasting serves the interests of the people through information,
education and entertainment.

More on this at https://theconversation.com/no-justification-for-fines-
imposed-on-nigerias-media-houses-over-bandits-documentary-188839?
utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1660925908-1
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https://fmic.gov.ng/tag/national-broadcasting-commission-nbc/
https://dailytrust.com/nbc-fines-multichoice-startimes-others-over-documentary-on-banditry
https://multichoiceafrica.com/country/nigeria
https://www.nta.ng/startimes/
https://www.dnb.com/business-directory/company-profiles.telcom_satellites_limited.8a2ad2c0e0f4094010c0980284ad218e.html
https://web.facebook.com/watch/?v=836558110682248
https://dailytrust.com/breaking-nbc-fines-trust-tv-n5m-for-exposing-bandits
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3ywVlS8zGM
https://www.nta.ng/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1494416213-NBC-Code-6TH-EDITION.pdf
https://www.nta.ng/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1494416213-NBC-Code-6TH-EDITION.pdf
https://theconversation.com/no-justification-for-fines-imposed-on-nigerias-media-houses-over-bandits-documentary-188839?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1660925908-1


Americas
Canada – The Reuters Institute for the study of journalism

writes news organisations have been innovating in order to
engage hard-to-reach users and to build more sustainable

businesses 

Pandemic fatigue and growing opposition to restrictions culminated in the
convoy movement in February 2022, with dozens of trucks occupying
downtown Ottawa near the Parliament buildings. Journalists, who had
experienced increased online harassment since the first wave of COVID-
19, were intimidated and even attacked in the streets while covering the
protests. News organisations hired extra security and the CTV network
even removed its logos from its vans as a measure of protection. Data from
the crowdfunding site GiveSendGo, obtained through illegal hacking and
released publicly, indicated that more than half of the support for the
movement came from south of the border. The convoy was covered
intensively by the US media, with personalities on Fox News and other
conservative sources voicing support for the movement.

These events are perhaps the most extreme expression of the decline in
overall trust in news over the past four years, from 58% to 42%, including a
three-point fall this year. Canada still remains among the countries with
relatively higher trust levels, but this position is not as reassuring as in
previous years.

At the same time, somewhat ironically, the Canadian media has been doing
better economically, in part thanks to government support and a boost in
advertising revenue during the pandemic. 

More at Reuters Institute for the study of journalism 

Trinidad and Tobago Prime Minister laments cal ibre of
local,  Caribbean journalism

Trinidad Newsday, 13 August: The Prime Minister has lamented the
calibre of journalism in Trinidad and Tobago and other parts of the region.

journ
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He described the profession as being largely based on what he called
“publish, beat down, 'gotcha' or simply 'he say, she say,' all largely,
frequently, without context or recorded history.

“A listener, reader or viewer is not helped or educated through the
democratic process when a journalist has a story that searches for a
counterpoint. Full stop. That is it.”

Dr Rowley argued there must be context, a wider, deeper background
within and to that story which helps the receiver.

He was delivering the keynote address at the opening of the 53rd general
assembly of the Caribbean Broadcasting Union (CBU) on Monday night
at the Magdalena Grand Beach & Golf Resort, Lowlands, Tobago.

The theme of the two-day event, held in collaboration with the UN
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), is Media
and Information Literacy.

Rowley said journalism today must go beyond “attempts to reach Mr and
Mrs So and So for comment failed.

“Again, that is it. Story gone.”

Rowley said regional journalists must see every story they write as reporting
on the history and uniqueness of Caribbean condition.

The full report at https://newsday.co.tt/2022/08/16/pm-laments-calibre-
of-local-regional-journalism/
A response from Trinidad’s Newsday -
https://newsday.co.tt/2022/08/17/journalist-rowley/
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Asia
King Charles - the India Connection 

 
By Kalyani Shankar 

Prince Charles, who ascended to the British throne after the death of his 

https://newsday.co.tt/2022/08/16/pm-laments-calibre-of-local-regional-journalism/
https://newsday.co.tt/2022/08/17/journalist-rowley/
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mother, Queen Elizabeth11, last week, has had a robust Indian connection
and has been familiar with the country for long decades, as had most of the
monarch’s predecessors.

India was the ‘jewel in the crown’ of the British empire. To go back in
history, the East India Company came to India in 1600 for trade, and by
the 1800s, it generated almost half of England's commerce, even as it
expanded its political control over the Indian sub-continent.

Read more on the CJA website. 

India at 75 
The Indian media @75 is politically imprisoned and shackled by profit

- P Sainath writes for The Caravan, 15 August 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s lockdown speech of 24 March 2020 gave
a nation of 1.4 billion people four hours to shut itself down. It would
devastate hundreds of millions of livelihoods within days. Minutes after
Modi’s speech, his government listed the essential services that would
remain operational through the lockdown. 

Refreshingly, they included “print and electronic media,
telecommunications, internet services, broadcasting and cable services.” 

More at https://caravanmagazine.in/media/indian-media-75-politically-
imprisoned-shackled-profit

Media freedom fears in India after Modi al ly Adani buys
29% stake in NDTV

The Guardian writes: NDTV, one of the media groups willing to criticise
Narendra Modi’s government, faces hostile takeover by country’s richest
man https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/24/media-freedom-
fears-in-india-after-modi-ally-adani-buys-29-stake-in-ndtv?
utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_b-
gdnnews&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=166132
1883

http://commonwealthjournalists.org/2022/09/21/new-kings-warm-friendship-with-india/
https://caravanmagazine.in/media/indian-media-75-politically-imprisoned-shackled-profit
https://caravanmagazine.in/media/indian-media-75-politically-imprisoned-shackled-profit
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/24/media-freedom-fears-in-india-after-modi-ally-adani-buys-29-stake-in-ndtv?utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_b-gdnnews&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1661321883


RAL 

 
Pakistan at 75

75 Years of Press Freedom in Pakistan by Fauzia Shaheen, Editor-in-
Chief, Dastak Magazine and CJA Vice President:

There is no unanimous definition of press freedom or freedom of
expression, which is interpreted by those with different interests according
to their own interests. Similarly, its situation is also different in different
regions of the world.

If media houses in developed and wealthy countries of the world use
journalism for their commercial interests, then in developing countries,
government try to use journalism in the name of national security and 

Reuters on this story: India's Adani contests NDTV's defence as news
network fights takeover

India's Adani Group on Friday contested claims by New Delhi Television
(NDTV) that regulatory curbs restricted its founders from selling their
stake, prolonging the battle for control of a news network seen as bastion
of independent media.

The takeover bid launched by a group led by Asia's richest man, Gautam
Adani, has fanned concerns over editorial integrity at NDTV. Read more

NDTV on Thursday sought to block Adani's move by saying its founders
Prannoy and Radhika Roy have since 2020 been barred by India's market
regulator from buying or selling shares in India's securities market, and so
can't transfer the shares Adani is trying to secure.
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Gautam Adani. Source: The Week

https://www.reuters.com/markets/deals/indias-adani-enterprises-says-regulatory-curbs-do-not-apply-ndtv-promoter-group-2022-08-26/
https://www.reuters.com/companies/NDTV.NS
https://www.reuters.com/world/india/takeover-ndtv-by-indias-richest-man-worries-journalists-2022-08-25/


national interests so that their corruption is not exposed through this
profession.

Whether in the Middle East or South Asia, the state of journalism is not a
matter of pride; in these regions, local organizations fight for press freedom
and international journalism and human rights organizations help them. In
Pakistan too, the history of the struggle for press freedom is very old.

After a long struggle in 1947, Pakistan was created but the trained
bureaucracy under the British regime implemented the same laws binding
the press, which were once used against freedom of expression in the
conquered country and sometimes against politics and civil liberties.

In 1948, many newspapers were closed. Then in 1949, the English
newspaper "Sindh Observer" of Karachi went on strike, which continued
for several days. In those days, many journalists, including Israr Ahmed, M.
A Shakoor, Ahmed Ali Khan, Hamid Zehri, etc, founded the Sindh Union
of Journalists, which later turned into the Pakistan Federal Union of
Journalists on August 2, 1950 and became a nationwide organization. This
journalism organization had three main objectives.

(1) Struggle for press freedom in the country
(2) Fighting for the plight of journalists
(3) Providing opportunities for better training of journalists.

These three battles continue to this day. One relates to the government or
the state, the other to the owners and the third to the journalists' own
weaknesses and responsibilities.

The struggle for press freedom has never been easy. In the last 75 years,
journalists have been victims of the oppression of state and sometimes non-
state actors. Sometimes newspapers were shut down, sometimes magazines
and sometimes journalists! But the struggle did not stop. Faiz Ahmed Faiz
was the editor of Pakistan Times in 1953 when he was arrested for the first
time.

After the establishment of Pakistan, there were some restrictions on the
press in some way or the other but they were not so severe when the Press
and Publication Ordinance was implemented after the martial law of
military dictator Ayub Khan in the late 50s, then the rights of press
freedom and freedom of expression were curtailed. After this, restriction
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on speech and writing became severe and at the same time the economic
plight of journalists also increased. But in those days, the movement for
press freedom and the economic betterment of journalists also intensified
in the same proportion. Many big names of this movement include Israr
Ahmed, Minhaj Barna, MA Shakoor, Nisar Usmani and others.

Until the mid-1970s, during the Bhutto regime, the efforts of the Pakistan
Federal Union of Journalists (PFUJ) led to the release of wage board
awards for the betterment of journalists. Their economic condition
improved but, during this time, the struggle for the press and publication
ordinance and the removal of restrictions on journalism also continued

At the same time, the 'All Pakistan Newspapers Employees Confederation'
also joined the struggle, in which all the activists associated with
journalism, including scribes, were involved. But despite the promises of
Bhutto's civil government, the ordinance did not lapse.. 

In July 1977, the civilian government was once again wrapped up in the
country and General Zia-ul-Haq imposed martial law in the country.
During this time, groups were organized in PFUJ with great effort and
today three or four groups of this nature are in existence. Journalists were
divided into different ideological groups. The benefits that journalists and
other workers associated with the industry had gained from the acquisition
of wage boards are now negligible. As journalists were then hired on
contract, they gradually lost all the privileges they enjoyed under the wage
board.

Journalists also faced treason cases during periods of dictatorship. One
journalist, Humayun Mehr, was sentenced to death in the 1980s, which
was later postponed due to his illness and then he was released. Journalists
were also imprisoned and killed on the principles of journalism. In 1963, at
the behest of West Pakistan Governor Nawab Kalabagh, journalist Raja
Asghar was tortured for not disclosing the "source or source" of his news,
which is not even done to any terrorist or criminal accused. But he still
refused to disclose the source. Today, after 75 years, the Journalists
Protection Bill clearly states that journalists will not be asked for their
source. After a long struggle, the ban on journalism was first lifted under
the government of Muhammad Khan Junejo. But the difficulties still
persisted. Then, under another dictator, General Pervez Musharraf, private
television was allowed, the evolution and spread of which also divided 
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journalists into different categories, ultimately benefiting media houses and
governments. Press freedom is not just a slogan, but a struggle to promote a
better journalism for which journalists and media workers have to face
cases, torture, civil and military courts and courts. When he reached the
office with all this perseverance, instead of garlanding him, the owners
would hand him an order to be dismissed from the job, as happened with
Raja Asghar and many other journalists later.

Habib Khan Ghauri, who was the general secretary of PFUJ in the 1970s,
says that the PFUJ'S struggle for decades led to the collapse of the press and
publication ordinance in the country. Freedom of speech and writing was
restored to a great extent in Pakistan but, after the division of PFUJ and the
formation of television, the strength of the union decreased. Now most of
the powers are in the hands of media houses - and social media has fulfilled
the remaining part. The importance of which is increasing with each
passing day with the status of traditional media gradually decreasing.

Amir Mohammad Khan, who was the general secretary of APNEC in
Karachi in the mid-1970s, says that after decades of struggle, cutting
prisons and being flogged, everything that was achieved is now over,
journalists are divided. Journalism has become less and the struggle for
interests has become more. The unemployment of journalists is increasing
and those who have jobs are also at the mercy of the owners, with no
guarantee.

There is no doubt that journalism in Pakistan has been a binding discipline
from the very beginning. Sometimes attempts are made to suppress
through laws, sometimes illegally taken away by "unknown persons" whom
everyone knows. Some, fortunately, come back and some journalists are
unlucky like Hayatullah and Saleem Shahzad, their hand-tied bodies are
found and the body of the other is found on the riverbank.

The case of "Geo" reporter Wali Khan Babar is also different because,
unlike the murder of any other journalist, many of the characters
associated with him have been removed. Around seven people, including
witnesses and investigators, were targeted, perhaps that is why the case was
also shifted out of Karachi.

Journalists were arrested in the struggle for press freedom and jailed; some
suffered unemployment. On the other hand, when the journalist picked up
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the pen, tried to tell the truth, he was removed out of the way. It is not only
the freedom of the press to criticize the government and to make critical
statements in the news, but also to expose the wrongdoings of the ruler of
the time. The people have the right to know what the style of governance
of their rulers is and that is why the freedom of the press is necessary.

Today, the situation is such that sometimes a journalist disappears,
sometimes the channel goes off air, sometimes Hamid Mir is shot in
Karachi in broad daylight and sometimes Matiullah Jan, who dropped his
wife to school in Islamabad, is kidnapped.

Women have been easy targets in this society; if Asma Shirazi tries to write
or speak, then her characterization is first started. We also have a long list of
women journalists who fought for press freedom, Even though some were
beaten by local police, like Lala Rukh, spent time in jail in 1978, along with
their one-year-old son in the journalists' movement.

The Newspapers Employees Act of 1973, which was unanimously passed
by Parliament, protects workers in the newspaper industry to a large extent
but, due to non-implementation, 85% of the workers are no longer
permanent today.

In the electronic media, salaries are better than newspapers, but there are
no labour laws and the situation is getting worse and worse day by day.
Our interests have taken over journalism and "khabar" is lost somewhere in
the midst of advertisements. Today's journalism has become a victim of
commercialism and the basic principles of journalism i.e. making people
aware of facts have been sacrificed for "interests".
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It is unfortunate that earlier newspapers and owners were bought and now
journalists have also fallen prey to this epidemic. The credibility of the
editor was abolished and the system of "checks and balances" was
abolished. At present, corruption has taken its roots in journalism in a very
strong way.

As a result of these circumstances, Pakistan has been ranked 157th this
year, with a decline of 12 places in the World Press Index in a recent report
from Reporters Without Borders. According to this report on 180
countries, India has dropped eight places to 150, while Sri Lanka is 146,
Bangladesh is 162 and Myanmar is 176th.

 
Dawn column on 6 September on Journalism’s

 last stand
Our battle with the pandemic is over but a natural calamity has just begun.
But there is much that is old, too, for change and continuity go hand in
hand. And, in the time-honoured tradition of our land, the attacks on the
press, or rather the media, are not much different from the recent past.

The faces have changed, but not the principle of keeping the press under
pressure. If it was Geo earlier which was taken off air for its transgressions,
this time around ARY disappeared for much of August. Earlier, if it was
Matiullah Jan or Asad Toor who were kidnapped or attacked, this time
around Imran Riaz was arrested and FIRs registered against those who
work for ARY.

Journalists/anchors have lost their jobs while many of those who suffered
this fate some three years ago are now back on screen. But what has not
changed is the fact that the channels and those who work for them can still
be punished for airing views that prove ‘unpalatable’.

The full article at https://www.dawn.com/news/1708708/journalisms-
last-stand
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Australia
Austral ia’s  News Media Bargaining Code led the world.

It ’s  t ime to f inish what we started

The Conversation, 11 August: Public interest journalism is essential to a
well-functioning society, even for those who do not watch or read it. It
holds the powerful to account, provides a journal of record and is a forum
for ideas.

Australia’s News Media Bargaining Code was a world-first: set up to value
public interest journalism, it’s made it easier for most Australian news
media to do deals with global platforms such as Google and Facebook.

It was conceived of and largely formulated by the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission, of which I was chair until March 2022.

It was passed into law by the Australian parliament in February 2021
despite threats, widely publicised around the world, to remove Google
Search from Australia and to take all news and more off Facebook.

But while that code has since become a template for several other
countries, there remains unfinished business in Australia.

The full article can be found at https://theconversation.com/australias-
news-media-bargaining-code-led-the-world-its-time-to-finish-what-we-
started-188586

Google wins defamation battle as Australia’s high court
finds tech giant not a publisher

Judgment rules ‘a hyperlink is merely a tool’ in case between search engine
and Melbourne lawyer George Defteros
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The Guardian, 17 August - Australia’s highest court has ruled Google is
not a publisher of the websites it links to in search results, finding search
engine hyperlinks do not amount to publication.

A majority of high court justices on Wednesday found Google was not 

https://theconversation.com/australias-news-media-bargaining-code-led-the-world-its-time-to-finish-what-we-started-188586
https://www.accc.gov.au/focus-areas/digital-platforms/news-media-bargaining-code
https://theconversation.com/expect-delays-and-power-plays-google-and-facebook-brace-as-news-media-bargaining-code-is-set-to-become-law-151690
https://theconversation.com/australias-news-media-bargaining-code-led-the-world-its-time-to-finish-what-we-started-188586
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/google


the publisher of a defamatory article by the Age about a Victorian lawyer,
as it was a search engine that only provided hyperlinks to such content.

“In reality, a hyperlink is merely a tool which enables a person to navigate
to another webpage,” a joint statement by Chief Justice Susan Kiefel and
Justice Jacqueline Gleeson said.

Google took the matter to the high court after Victoria’s court of appeal in
2021 refused its attempts to overturn a defamation finding in favour of
George Defteros, a lawyer for underworld figures.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2022/aug/17/google-wins-
defamation-battle-as-australias-high-court-finds-tech-giant-not-a-
publisher?utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_b-
gdnnews&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=166070
4375
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Europe
Malta

Malta Today reports that the Daphne Foundation has called on
government to publish journalism experts’ committee feedback

Government says it is analysing the feedback it has received from the
Committee of Experts in June, on several legal amendments to strengthen
the protection of journalists.

The Daphne Caruana Galizia Foundation called on government to publish
the Committee of Experts’ assessment on several legal amendments to
strengthen the protection of journalists.

 

Source: The Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2022/aug/17/google-wins-defamation-battle-as-australias-high-court-finds-tech-giant-not-a-publisher?utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_b-gdnnews&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1660704375
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/118259/daphne_foundation_calls_on_government_to_publish_journalism_experts_committee_feedback#.Yw4hLn3MKUk


United Kingdom 
 

The Reuters Institute for the study of journalism looks at declining
news consumption and public trust in the UK media:

The UK media scene is characterised by a well-funded and regulated
broadcasting sector and a lively and opinionated national press. But
audiences are fragmenting with the rise of streaming services and some new 

The Committee of Experts was a recommendation by the public inquiry
into the murder of Daphne Caruana Galizia and was set up at the start of
the year by the Prime Minister. It is headed by former judge Michael
Mallia, who also headed the public inquiry.

More at
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/118259/daphne_founda
tion_calls_on_government_to_publish_journalism_experts_committee_f
eedback#.Yw4hLn3MKUk

 
The Times of Malta Editorial  -  A muzzle for the inquisit ive

media

If the government means well, it should amend the Freedom of
Information Act

Rejection of requests under the Freedom of Information Act has become
the order of the day. The law was passed by parliament in 2008 but took
four long years for all its provisions to come into force, an indication of the
reluctance to positively entertain inquisitive requests by ‘nosy’ citizens and,
worse, investigative journalists.

The aim of this piece of legislation officially is to “establish a right to
information held by public authorities in order to promote added
transparency and accountability in government”. However, it is already
becoming rusty.

Calls for its revision have been made by the public inquiry into Daphne
Caruana Galizia’s murder and the information and data protection
commissioner himself, among others.
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TV channels looking to shake up the industry. Meanwhile public
broadcaster Channel 4 is to be sold off and the BBC is facing new threats
to its future in its centenary year.

Both news consumption and trust have dipped over the last year, partly
reversing strong gains witnessed by many news brands during the COVID-
19 crisis. Exhaustive news coverage of parties in Downing Street, held at a
time of lockdown restrictions, heaped pressure on Prime Minister Boris
Johnson, but the wall-to-wall attention may have alienated those outside
the Westminster bubble. In our survey, almost half our sample (46%) say
they avoid the news sometimes or often – almost twice the level seen in
2016 – with many citing ‘too much news about politics and COVID-19’ as
a reason.

Trust in the news is down by 16 percentage points (pp) since the Brexit
referendum in 2016 amid increasingly polarised debates about politics and
culture. The BBC has come under criticism from both left and right over
perceived bias in its news coverage, with our data showing over a quarter
(26%) have little trust in the news brand compared with 11% in 2018.
Senior correspondents have suffered physical attacks offline, along with
personal abuse on social media, while some BBC veterans have left for rival
broadcasters that are able to offer more freedom, money, or both.

Full report at https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-
report/2022/united-kingdom

Sport broadcaster Philip Barker, who took part in the pre-
Commonwealth Games, CJA UK media conference, writes for the
CJA newsletter about the importance of the Games:

In many ways, Birmingham’s citizens seized the moment for their
Commonwealth Games in the same way London had embraced the
Olympics a decade before.

The Games also fulfilled an ambition nursed for almost half a century.

In the early 1970s, city fathers targeted the 1982 Commonwealth Games,
but their candidacy never made it to the voting table and Brisbane was
selected as host city.
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A decade later Birmingham also made a gallant but unsuccessful Olympic
bid to ‘Bring the Games to Birmingham in 1992’ 

The present generation have refused to rule out another crack at that
particularly holy grail, especially since the International Olympic
Committee’s selection of Brisbane 2032 would suggest that a regional bid
might be looked on more kindly.

In 2022, Birmingham was impeccably dressed for the Games, a look which
extended to the cathedral grounds where a Games themed floral display,
winner of gold at the Chelsea Flower Show and a simple but effective
“Common Wealth Table” proved popular attractions. 

Games organisers confessed private doubts about the viability of the
Games as the COVID-19 pandemic struck.

 Even the Queen’s Baton Relay, which traditionally carries her message to
the athletes of the Commonwealth, seemed in jeopardy.

That it went ahead almost complete as planned was symbolic and a boost
to morale.

In the heart of Birmingham, Sir Lenny Henry’s emotion when he carried
the Baton into Victoria Square struck a powerful chord.

There followed the most cohesive and well paced Commonwealth Games
Opening Ceremony with a powerful statement on equality.

One of the final Bearers of the Queen’s message was diver Tom Daley, his
presence designed to highlight discrimination against LGBT+
communities still enshrined in law in 35 of the 72 Commonwealth nations
and territories.

Who would have imagined a beach volleyball court in the shadow of the
Bullring? Or that bowls at Leamington would have a 75 year old gold
medallist?

Hometown heroes presented the city’s best face throughout as volunteers
and competitors.Hockey gold medallist Laura Unsworth from Sutton
Coldfield continued such a theme as she passed the official Games flag to
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representatives of the State of Victoria, the host region in 2026 as
Birmingham 2022 came to an end.

“Sport is just the beginning,” was the message which reverberated around
Birmingham.

The reaction to the giant bull from the Opening Ceremony when it was
put on display suggests that a momentum and energy that must be
harnessed.

The video of the session ‘Challenges in Reporting Sport, Sport & Politics
after Ukraine’ can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ELaeXy94PGw.  

Tanzania's 1974 gold medallist Filbert Bayi explains a point to CGF 
President Dame Louise Martin and decathlon champion Daley Thompson
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Birmingham cricket media interview Marathon leader
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Pacific 
The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) launched a

new digital area for its Pacific content

ABC announced in August: 

ABC Pacific is the new digital home for the best Pacific Islands content
from across the ABC.

The name reflects our commitment to providing news, sport, music and
conversations from across the Pacific with an Australian perspective.

It will help you more easily find Pacific radio stories, news articles, and
videos from ABC Radio Australia, ABC Australia, and ABC News.

The team will continue to showcase the best content from shows like
Pacific Beat, Sistas Let's Talk, That Pacific Sports Show, and The World.

Our focus is on covering Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Solomon Islands,
Vanuatu, Samoa, Tonga, Timor Leste, Cook Islands, Kiribati, Guam,
Republic of Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Nauru,
Wallis & Futuna, Niue, Palau, New Caledonia, French Polynesia, Tokelau
and Tuvalu.

More details at https://www.abc.net.au/pacific/what-is-abc-
pacific/14015948

Solomon Islands to ban foreign journalists who are not
‘respectful’

The Guardian Australia writes: PM office says journalists cannot operate
in the Pacific as they do in other countries, accusing Australia’s ABC of
‘racial profiling’ in China coverage

The Solomon Islands government has reportedly threatened to ban foreign
journalists from entering the Pacific nation if they are not “respectful” or if
they engage in “racial profiling” in stories about the country’s ties with
China.
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The office of the prime minister, Manasseh Sogavare, issued a statement on
Wednesday saying that overseas journalists needed to understand they
could not operate in the Pacific the same way they did in other countries,
the ABC has reported.

“The Pacific is not the same as Australia or United States. When you chose
to come to our Pacific Islands, be respectful, be courteous and accord the
appropriate protocols,” the statement read.

More at https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/25/solomon-
islands-to-ban-foreign-journalists-who-are-not-respectful-report?
utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_b-
gdnnews&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=166140
8846

ABC writes on the same topic: 
The Solomon Islands Government has seemingly confirmed it will block
some foreign journalists from entering the country, declaring that reporters
who are "demeaning" or engage in "racial profiling" by attacking its ties
with China will be banned.

The office of Prime Minister Manasseh Sogavare has repeatedly berated the
ABC's Four Corners program, which explored China's growing presence
across Solomon Islands. 

On Wednesday the office issued an extraordinary and lengthy statement
once again targeting the national broadcaster and Four Corners, accusing
the program of engaging in racial stereotyping and the "intentional use of
misinformation and distribution of pre-conceived prejudicial
information".

The ABC has already rejected those accusations, saying it stands by the
episode and highlighting that its main interview subjects were Solomon
Islanders raising concerns about China's presence in the country, rather
than foreign experts.

More at: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-08-25/solomon-islands-
warns-of-entry-ban-for-some-foreign-journalists/101369548?
utm_medium=social&utm_content=sf259852743&utm_campaign=radio
_australia&utm_source=t.co&sf259852743=1
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Nikkei  Asia reports:  Solomon Islands lurch toward
despotism as China debt deepens

U.S. Navy ships banned from port; Sogavare imposes media controls

As global attention and heightened international media scrutiny rains
down on the Solomon Islands, Sogavare has attempted to stamp out
criticism.

Last Monday, Australian public broadcaster ABC reported that the
Solomon Islands' government had "hauled in" Australia's high
commissioner following ABC reports on China's commercial and security
ties with the country -- a move denied by the government.

On Thursday, the government threatened to block foreign journalists from
entering the country if they criticized its ties to China, alleging this
amounted to "racial profiling," the ABC reported.

On Friday, Georgina Kekea, president of the Media Association of
Solomon Islands, tweeted that the media was "fairly free to do its job" and
she was "thankful" to the government.

But Dorothy Wickham, editor and founder of the Melanesian News
Network, said she has observed erosion of media trust in SIBC and local
papers under the Sogavare government.

Journalists don't have access to government officials, which hampers their
ability to hold them to account, and increasing abuse online is intimidating
for younger reporters, she told Nikkei Asia.

"[The] government is always attacking them, claiming that their facts are
wrong and they are not balanced and fair."

More at https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Indo-
Pacific/Solomon-Islands-lurch-toward-despotism-as-China-debt-deepens
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How to succeed on video and YouTube – a guide for
publishers

The Press Gazette in its July Platform Profile series looked at how
publishers can succeed on YouTube and the most successful publishers of
video content

The platform spoke to the heads of video at the UK newspapers The Sun
and the Guardian for advice on why and how publishers can use video
content to their advantage.

Find out more at https://pressgazette.co.uk/youtube-news/

Do you want to share an article with the CJA? This newsletter is
published on a quarterly basis and there is also the CJA website which
regularly publishes articles by members and guest writers.
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